
Meet the Kids 
Camden is a young boy who was diagnosed with a serious heart

condition and placed on the transplant list. He recently underwent a
heart transplant at Lurie Children's Hospital of Chicago.

 
 While recovering, Cam has received several cards from CFHK as

well as autographs by Olympian Aly Raisman, CFHK athlete
supporter. His family said the cards brought a smile to Cam's face
and he really appreciated seeing them. Cam is still in the hospital

recovery from  complications. We are excited to continue to
brighten Cam's day with cards while he continues his recovery at

Lurie. 
Camden

In 2020, Everly was diagnosed with Leukemia, and began treatment.
Everly first received cards from CFHK in January of 2021 while at
Shriner's Hospital. Since then, she  has received cards from CFHK

regularly (both general & holiday cards), as well as autographs by
CFHK athlete supporters such as Olympic Gold Medalist Aly Raisman,

during her regular chemotherapy treatments. Everly's mom said
receiving the cards always brings a smile to Everly's face and brightens

her day. Her family expressed appreciation to all of our card-making
supporters for helping brighten Everly's day.  Everly recently

completed her 2 years of Chemo treatment and is doing well. Her
family is very thankful to CFHK and plans to make cards themselves to

help pay it forward.  

Tyler is a teen boy who was diagnosed with a heart condition. He  spent
weeks hospitalized waiting for a heart transplant and then recovering
after the transplant. Tyler first received cards from CFHK shortly after

he was admitted to Lurie Children's Hospital of Chicago in January
2023. Tyler's mom said he loved the cards from CFHK, and it made him
feel special to receive cards from all over the country as well as a card
made the champion University of Florida Women's Gymnastics Team.

during his time in the hospital, Tyler received both general and holiday
cards from CFHK.  These cards provided much needed encouragement
to Tyler and his family.  Tyler is now recovering at home and doing well!

Kylie was diagnosed with a serious form of childhood cancer, called
rhabdomyosarcoma, in 2022. She is currently bravely fighting her
battle against cancer and undergoing chemotherapy treatment at

Children's Hospital.
 

Kylie was referred to receive a card by a family friend. Since then,
Kylie has received several cards from CFHK. Her family expresses

appreciation for thinking of Kylie and making her smile. Kylie's mom
said the cards bring her joy and that she enjoys looking through each

one. We look forward to continuing to support Kylie during treatment. 
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https://www.cardsforhospitalizedkids.com/request-cards.html

